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ARC Meeting Minutes – June 5, 2018  

Called to Order at 5:00 p.m.   

 
IN ATTENDANCE | Jen Biasi, Jim Etz, Lynda Kirschnel 
 
INTRODUCTION | Lynda welcomed all and announced the agenda: 

1. Approval and Denial of ARC Requests 
2. Discussion of Standards and Procedures 
3. Discussion of Clubhouse & Residence Paint Colors 

 

ARC REQUESTS 

Jen enumerated current Pending items on ARC Project List (available to Board upon 
request): 

1 – 16225 Parque Ln | New Roof 

• Remains PENDING, as there is still no barrel style approval. 

2 – 15981 Delasol Ln | Paint Exterior 

• APPROVED, as it meets all Delasol Paint Standards 

3 – 15842 Delasol Ln | Paint Exterior 

• APPROVED, however an ARC application was never turned in. Because the home 
was painted the same color as the original (and is already painted), this was 
approved/grandfathered. But going forward, repainting a residence the original 
color will require an ARC request.  

4 – 16012 Delarosa Ln | Shutters 

• APPROVED, as it meets all Delasol Shutter Standards 

5 – 15859 Delasol Ln | New Roof 

• APPROVED, as the colors meet all Delasol Roof Color Standards and the owner 
will ensure the profile matches the existing Delasol roof (barrel style) profile. 
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6 – 15895 Delaplata Ln | Door Paint 

• NOT APPROVED, as the BM-Covington Blue does not adhere to the original 
Delasol Door Color Standards. 

7 – 16084 Parque Ln | New Roof 

• APPROVED, as the colors and profile meet all Delasol Roof Standards. 

8 – 16169 Parque Ln | Shutters 

• APPROVED, as it meets all Delasol Shutter Standards 

9 – 16228 Parque Ln | Pavers 

• NOT APPROVED (at this time). The ARC is concerned about property lines and 
aesthetic appeal and will need to inspect the property and plans in person. 

10 – 15980 Delarosa Ln | Window Replacement & Hurricane Shutters 

• APPROVED. Please note that the permit must be provided upon start of work. 

11 – 15950 Delasol Ln | Pool Cage 

• REJECTED due to the ARC receiving incomplete information. 

12 – 15827 Delasol Ln | Shutters 

• APPROVED. Please note that the permit must be provided upon start of work. 

 

DISCUSSION OF STANDARDS & PROCEDURES 

• Procedures for ARC applications were discussed. It was determined that the ARC 
would write these up to use as a cover sheet for applications and made available 
on the website. 

• It was noted that deposits are to be required in the future with certain ARC 
applications. The projects and amounts are still to be determined. 
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DELASOL CLUBHOUSE, GATEHOUSE & RESIDENCE PAINTING 

• Lynda noted that the new clubhouse and gatehouse paint colors were chosen. 
(SW 6140 Moderate White – exterior; SW 7529 Sand Beach – trim/doors) 

• The ARC explained the brighter color choices were chosen due to their 
modernity, appeal, and to ensure the highest property values for the community. 

• Original Delasol paint chips were displayed, and it was explained that residents 
who want to repaint their homes in their original home colors can do so at this 
time (provided they adhere to the original Delasol color standards). However, a 
new palette is being chosen for the community and the color standards will 
change accordingly. The ARC will announce the new colors once they’re chosen 
and will update the Delasol standards at that time. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 6 p.m.  


